The goal for many PhD students in archaeology is tenure-track employment. Students primarily receive their training by tenure-track or tenured professors, and they are often tacitly expected—or explicitly encouraged—to follow in the footsteps of their advisor. However, the career trajectories that current and recent PhD students follow may hold little resemblance to the ones experienced by their advisors. To understand these different paths and to provide information for current PhD students considering pursuing a career in academia, we surveyed 438 archaeologists holding tenured or tenure-track positions in the United States. The survey, recorded in 2019, posed a variety of questions regarding the personal experiences of individual professors. The results are binned by the decade in which the respondent graduated. Evident patterns are discussed in terms of change over time. The resulting portraits of academic pathways through the past five decades indicate that although broad commonalities exist in the qualifications of early career academics, there is no singular pathway to obtaining tenure-track employment. We highlight the commonalities revealed in our survey to provide a set of general qualifications that might provide a baseline set of skills and experiences for an archaeologist seeking a tenure-track job in the United States.
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Archaeologists with PhDs obtain employment in many sectors, including government positions and cultural resource management (CRM). For many PhD students and recent graduates, employment as a tenure-track (TT) professor is a primary goal. The TT job market is saturated and increasingly competitive, making it difficult for recent PhDs to secure such a position (Speakman, Hadden, Colvin, Cramb, Jones, Jones, Kling, et al. 2018). To make matters worse, students often lack the knowledge and experience necessary to successfully navigate the “black box” that is the academic job market (Kelsky 2015). This stems from numerous systemic issues in academia, including—but not limited to—the types of training they receive, their own institution’s values and practices, and the experiences and knowledge of their mentors. Furthermore, academia is not a meritocracy, as much as we often think otherwise, and unquantifiable variables can influence one’s “luck” on the job market. To make matters harder for the job seeker, there are few independent sources (literature, blogs, etc.) that students can look to that provide discipline-specific information on the academic job market, although this seems to
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be changing (e.g., Speakman, Hadden, Colvin, Cramb, Jones, Jones, Kling, et al. 2018; Speakman, Hadden, Colvin, Cramb, Jones, Jones, Lulewicz, et al. 2018).

For most first-time job seekers, the TT job market is shrouded in mystery because few institutions offer courses or other resources that specifically address the process of an academic job search. In general, students may know how to prepare for job talks and interviews, but the specifics of what makes a successful candidate are often primarily conveyed through anecdote. Most often, advice on how to prepare for and become competitive in an increasingly crowded field comes from already tenured advisors who succeeded in their own job searches in the context of past markets, sometimes decades prior. This can leave students unprepared, or improperly prepared, because they do not know how or where best to focus their efforts during their time in graduate school. Anecdotal advice may lead students to prioritize certain qualifications over others (e.g., publications, teaching experience, field experience, industry experience, grants, etc.), perhaps to their own detriment. In this article, we seek to examine how demographics and academic profiles of people who succeeded on the American TT job market have shifted over the last 50 years. We focus on patterns in the profiles of respondents across multiple, potentially contributing, factors such as gender, race, socioeconomic factors, and funding, as well as quantifiable research products and other experiences held at the time of receiving a PhD. This includes grants, publications, and courses taught.

Public perception of the importance of higher education in the United States has shifted, and more careers than ever before require an undergraduate degree (Brundage 2017). The rising cost of education has made undergraduate education a necessity for many. Additionally, the availability of Pell grants, student loans, and the GI bill have made the capital needed for undergraduate education available to more people than ever before (e.g., Olson 1973; Sjoquist and Winters 2012). This has spurred a need for more professors to teach these students. Many of these students (the lead author included) had no personal support mechanism to help navigate higher education or what followed. Likewise, even academics who could presumably rely on the experience and support of family members now face a context that is much different from the one their support system faced. This leads to the common scenario where PhD advisors and other trusted academic mentors have become the primary source of career advice for matriculating graduate students.

Job seekers may also pursue the limited (and sometimes dated) literature that exists on the subject (e.g., Feibelman 2011; Kelsky 2015; Peters 1997). The information in these sources, although potentially illuminating, is often anecdotal and stresses the things that worked for the authors (and the authors’ advisees). Consequently, we seek first to examine the variables that we are taught to believe are most important for succeeding on the TT job market in an evolving academic climate and then to demonstrate how these variables (and expectations for qualified candidates) have, or have not, changed over time. In so doing, we discuss which aspects of education and graduate preparation students should focus on as they pursue their PhDs and prepare for the post-graduation job market, with the hope that this information will benefit both prospective TT archaeologists and their academic mentors.

### PROJECT BACKGROUND

This project is a continuation of previous work examining the nature and character of the academic job market in American anthropology (Speakman, Hadden, Colvin, Cramb, Jones, Jones, Kling, et al. 2018; Speakman, Hadden, Colvin, Cramb, Jones, Jones, Lulewicz, et al. 2018). These projects demonstrated patterns in hiring for TT positions at the institutional scale, where a minority of universities produced the majority of the PhDs who currently hold TT positions. This work is part of a growing body of literature examining the nature of academic jobs as they articulate with a host of social, economic, and historical trends—such as gender (e.g., Fulkerson and Tushingham 2019; Overholtzer and Jalbert 2021; Tushingham et al. 2017), social networks and pedigrees (e.g., Kawa et al. 2019), and job choice (e.g., Bartram 2021; Lyon 2018), among others. Such research is important in several respects, given that it exposes the inherent biases of our discipline specifically, and of academia in general. Furthermore, such research provides students with real-world information on these career paths, thereby helping them make informed decisions regarding pursuing jobs or even attending graduate school.

Hiring trends over the past 40 years have ebbed and flowed in relation to historical events. The implementation of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) resulted in fewer retirements during the 1980s and 1990s. This likely influenced a period of decline in TT hires in archaeology. By the 2000s, the market was in a recovery trend before a rapid decline in hiring during the recession of the late 2000s (Speakman, Hadden, Colvin, Cramb, Jones, Jones, Lulewicz, et al. 2018). However, according to 2014 data, US institutions now produce more PhDs in anthropology than ever before, with a 70% increase in production since the late 1980s (Speakman, Hadden, Colvin, Cramb, Jones, Jones, Kling, et al. 2018). Over 500 programs in the United States alone offer some sort of anthropology degree, yet trends indicate a decline in undergraduate degrees awarded beginning in 2013 (Ginsberg 2017). A continued decline in enrollment may lead to a reduced demand for TT anthropology faculty in an already saturated market. How that might translate to archaeology and other anthropological subdisciplines is unknown. Therefore, to provide the best information possible to individuals so that they can make more informed decisions regarding the pursuit of a TT job in anthropology—and specifically archaeology—we conducted a survey of archaeologists who currently hold TT positions in order to begin to develop a profile of what a “successful candidate” on the TT market looks like today, and how the attributes of a “successful candidate” have changed over time.

Before moving on to the study itself, we note several important points about what this current study does and does not present. First, given that we did not survey people who did not obtain TT jobs, we cannot say with certainty what variables specifically confer a competitive advantage with this study alone. Much like the recent study published in Science Advances regarding TT jobs in neuroscience (Hsu et al. 2021), our purpose here is to provide a profile of individuals over time who have gone on to obtain a TT position. This information can then be used by those who wish to pursue a TT career, as well as by those offering advice to mentees. As we will show, there is no one path to a TT job in archaeology. However, understanding some of the general trends can help students clarify and inform their career aspirations.
Of these, we received 438 responses, 90% (individual, single-use survey links were sent to 1,130 individuals. Faculty web pages, academic listservs, and social media. In all, individual, single-use survey links were sent to 1,130 individuals. Of these, we received 438 responses, 90% (N = 393) of which were complete. The questions included information regarding the academic path of the individual, including demographic information (age, gender, ethnicity, etc.), current and past work history (academic and nonacademic), educational history (school, teaching experience, publications, student loans, research, etc.), and the hiring process (numbers of applications and interviews, starting wages, etc.). We then analyzed the responses using descriptive statistics, which we present in graphical form in the body of this paper. Data from incomplete questionnaires were used where possible for individual metrics. We group individuals based on the decade in which they received their PhD. These decadal cohorts include 1971–1980 (the ’70s), 1981–1990 (the ’80s), 1991–2000 (the ’90s) 2001–2010 (the ’00s), and 2011–2019 (the ’10s). An anonymized version of the survey data and the survey questions are available as supplemental data (Supplemental Table 1; Supplemental Text 1).

RESULTS

The results of the survey presented here focus strictly on the data generated from the research instrument (Supplemental Text 1) regarding demographics, academic milestones, and the academic job market. We use this data to create a generalized profile of individuals who currently hold TT positions in academia. Questions not considered here are present in Supplemental Table 1, and they may provide avenues for future research.

Demographics

To examine the demographic profile of TT archaeologists in America, we looked first at year of graduation, then ethnicity and gender, and finally student debt and support structures. The data demonstrate that although the number of PhDs earned has increased over the decades, the racial diversity of TT archaeologists remains shockingly low. The demographic profile of today’s average TT archaeologist is usually white and equally likely to be male or female. Socioeconomic indicators remain highly variable, suggesting no link between the education level of an individual’s parents and the attainment of a TT position, but student debt is more substantial for more recent cohorts.

Year of Graduation. Of the 425 respondents who indicated the year in which they received their PhD, we see a clear trend that demonstrates the increased accessibility of—and perhaps the demand for people with—advanced degrees in archaeology and related fields (Figure 1). Our first cohort, the ’70s, only included 18 individuals. The numbers of graduates currently holding TT positions increases throughout the decades, with a steady rise to 159 in the ’00s. This is followed by a decline in the ’10s, which may be reflective of an oversaturation of the job market in recent years (Speakman, Hadden, Colvin, Cramb, Jones, Jones, Lulewicz, et al. 2018). This also corresponds to the decline in anthropology degrees awarded by institutions beginning in 2013 (Ginsberg 2017). This trend, in part, is likely due to the growth of programs as well as the founding of new programs over time. To some degree, it also probably reflects attrition, because older members of the discipline have since left their university positions or perhaps were less likely to respond to our survey than their younger colleagues.

Ethnicity and Gender. Ethnic diversity among TT appointments is extremely low, both in the past and currently. Of archaeologists in our survey who graduated in the ’70s, 89% identified as white. This number remained between 84% and 92% over the following decades, with the ’10s having the most diverse cohort (but still overwhelmingly white). However, we see a more varied profile in the ratio of reported gender between our decadal cohorts (Figure 2). In the ’70s, men dominated the discipline, with 72% of the cohort identifying as male. This percentage shifted steadily over the decades, with women making up 50% of those surveyed who graduated in the ’00s. By the ’10s, women make up the clear majority of the cohort, with...
64% of the sample identifying as female. This is likely a real phenomenon and not an artifact of our survey strategy, given that the total number of respondents in the survey who identified as female (N = 209) was equal to those that identified as male (N = 209). In addition, our previous work identified that women represent a growing number of PhD graduates within anthropology, and in fact by the mid-’90s, they became the majority (Speakman, Hadden, Colvin, Cramb, Jones, Jones, Lulewicz, et al. 2018:Figure 1). Consequently, it is probably correct to assume that there are more women applying to the average TT job than there are men (Speakman, Hadden, Colvin, Cramb, Jones, Jones, Kling, et al. 2018:5).

Student Debt and Support Structures. It is difficult to measure and compare the relative socioeconomic status of respondents during their education and how it impacted their ability to secure a TT job. We asked respondents to provide their student loan debt amounts. Student debt represents a notable hardship incurred by many students who are attempting to earn a PhD and gain subsequent employment but who lack personal wealth. Graduates from the ’70s reported the lowest amounts of student debt, with 76% holding $0–$4,999 at the time of graduation. Over the following decades, we see an increase in graduates with higher amounts of debt. By the ’10s, only 35% of graduates report $0–$4,999 of debt, instead experiencing a wide spread of higher debt amounts. A staggering 21% of graduates held $80,000 or more in student loan debt at the time of graduation. We recognize that inflation, more easily accessed loans, and increased cost of education account for some of the reported increase in the amount of debt held by graduates over time. Based on the Consumer Price Index (US Bureau of Labor Statistics 2021), $5,000 in 1971 would have purchasing power equivalent to nearly $34,000 in 2021. That said, the proportion of student debt to the average faculty starting salary among these decadal cohorts varies widely, with the most recent decadal cohort having more debt than the average starting salary for assistant professors at R1 institutions (Supplemental Table 1).

In addition to debt, we sought to identify the challenges of first-generation students by looking at changes in the level of degree held by a respondent’s parents. Studies show that first-generation students face a plethora of challenges not faced by those who have a personal support network experienced in academia (Collier and Morgan 2008). Whereas the educational attainment of respondents’ parents fluctuated over time, the number of first-generation students remained steady across our decadal cohorts. Additionally, we did not find a statistically significant relationship between the education level of a respondent’s parents and the amount of student debt held at the time of graduation. Overall, the demographic profile of the TT archaeologist has changed over time, but some aspects have remained constant. TT academic archaeologists remain primarily white and come from a mix of socioeconomic backgrounds and academic lineages. However, the proportion of gender identities among our survey respondents has shifted significantly between our decadal cohorts.

Academic Milestones

If asked what the important milestones one must complete to be competitive in the academic job market are, many faculty advisors might answer by giving numeric figures. They may say “complete your PhD in five years or less” or “have three first-author, peer-reviewed publications by the time you graduate.” To quantify how such milestones were met by successful academic candidates, we asked questions regarding traditional metrics of academic productivity. This includes time to degree completion, teaching experience, originality and mode of research, amount of fieldwork, numbers and types of publications, number of grants, number of professional presentations, and time spent on assistantships. The
results indicate that although some general expectations have remained constant, such as time to completion, the goalposts of achievement have indeed moved over the decades.

**Academic Support and Time to Completion.** Students seeking PhDs require institutional and grant-aided support—such as teaching or research assistantships—in addition to student loans, external work, or existing wealth to support themselves financially during their graduate studies. Teaching or assisting with teaching or ongoing research is often expected in return for financial support and tuition. Assistantships also provide important experiential learning opportunities in research and pedagogy. Of respondents graduating in the ’70s, 11% completed their studies with no academic support, whereas the remaining 89% held a teaching or research assistantship for at least three semesters. A slight trend of increased assistantship support is visible across our decadal cohorts. Only 2% of respondents were entirely lacking in assistantship support in the ’00s and ’10s. We found that the number of years of support was related to the number of years spent in a PhD program, regardless of decade. Most students received support for the entire—or close to the entire—time in their PhD program. The duration of enrollment in a PhD program (Figure 3) averaged seven years for those graduating in the 1980s–2010s. Time to completion was slightly shorter in the ’70s, at six years on average. Interestingly, this is also the academic cohort that conducted the least amount of original fieldwork for their dissertations, which may in part have contributed to the shorter time to graduation. Nevertheless, all of this suggests that regardless of when they entered the job market, financial support has been and remains a necessity for students who ultimately find success on the TT job market.

**Teaching Experience.** Frequently, academic job advertisements state a preference for candidates with experience as an instructor, or minimally, as a teaching assistant. We asked participants to quantify their years of experience as teaching assistants and/or as instructors of record as graduate students—that is, before they were hired into their TT position. The rate at which respondents served as teaching assistants varied across decades, with no discernable trends. However, the number of courses in which students were instructors of record remained constant through the decades. Those who graduated in the ’00s–’10s were most likely to have taught at least one course by graduation. Only 25% of respondents graduating in the ’00s and 19% of those graduating in the ’10s indicated that they had finished their degrees without any formal teaching experience. This represents a general reduction over time in the number of TT hires who had no teaching experience of any kind, which may indicate that more recent graduates are expected to have a greater amount of teaching experience than in previous decades (Figure 4).

**Original Fieldwork.** Many advisors might also stress the importance of conducting original archaeological fieldwork, defined as fieldwork that was not a part of their advisor’s ongoing research, but as a part of a student’s academic training and doctoral research. Our survey data support this view and show that the valuation of original fieldwork by hiring committees has not varied significantly over the period covered by our survey. At the low end, only 59% of respondents who graduated in the ’70s completed original fieldwork as a part of their dissertation. This increased to 76% in the ’80s and 85% in the ’90s before declining to 77% in the ’00s and 78% in the ’10s. This indicates that the completion of original fieldwork has maintained its importance for archaeology hiring committees and that those who complete original fieldwork as part of their dissertation may be more likely to secure TT positions than those who do not.
Grants and Funding. Faculty often expect PhD students in archaeology to pursue external research funding and to take advantage of internal opportunities. We asked respondents to list their internal and external awards as PhD students. The trends revealed in Figures 5 and 6 are clear: over the past five decades, the successful TT job candidate has been increasingly effective in obtaining funding for research. In the ’70s, only 22% of graduates surveyed received $1,000 or more in internal research support; 50% received external research support. Both metrics increased in subsequent decades. In the ’10s, 85% of those surveyed received $1,000 or more in internal research support, and 80% received external research support of more than $1,000. Again, as in our questions regarding personal debt, we recognize that the comparison of dollars to dollars across this time frame might be misleading. However, we see the general pattern of more recent hires having received more external research funding as graduate students as a real trend. This may simply indicate that these sources of funding became more commonly available in recent decades. It does however also indicate that—possibly due to this increased availability—a record of receiving grants is expected for those who seek TT employment.

Publications. “Publish or perish” is perhaps the most recognizable academic adage. Many PhD students are not spared from having this motto forced on them at an early stage of their education, but is publishing as a PhD student necessary to gain employment as a TT academic? Our data suggest that it is not, strictly speaking. Some individuals (17% of those surveyed) gained TT employment with zero peer-reviewed journal publications upon graduation; 9% of those surveyed attained TT employment without any peer-reviewed journal publications, book reviews, or chapters in refereed volumes. However, most respondents (57.2%) had between one and three publications upon graduation (Figure 7). This number has remained steady over the decades, with an increase evident in the ’10s, clearly showing its increased importance in recent years. The range of variability in this metric has increased significantly over the decades: in our earliest cohort, no respondents had more than four publications at the time of hire, whereas a handful of recent graduates had 13 or more publications at the time of hire. Our data further suggest that the role of student authors is perhaps less important than their participation in the publication process, generally. Respondents with publications had at least one publication as first author 84% of the time, and a sole author publication only 59.2% of the time. Additional types of publications—such as book reviews, book chapters, and publications in regional, state, and local journals—were infrequently present in our respondents’ graduate records. This suggests that these products may have less bearing on TT hiring. A record of publishing original research has been, and remains, an important element of how hiring committees rank TT applicants.

Conference Presentations. Publication is not the only outlet for dissemination available to graduate students. Conference presentations, often seen as a way of developing research skills and networking, have been presented as important activities for TT employment-seeking graduate students for decades. The prevalence and frequency of presenting at conferences has climbed steadily over the decades (Figure 8). Students graduating in the ’70s averaged three presentations during their time as graduate students. That number has climbed to 12 for those graduating in the ’10s. This suggests that networking and experience in public speaking may be a crucial
part of TT academic success and that regular presentations at conferences are therefore a vital aspect of preparation for the job market.

The Job Market

Although some graduates move directly into TT academic appointments following graduate school, our data demonstrate that this is much less common today than it once was. Of respondents who graduated in the ’70s, 41% spent less than a year seeking TT employment on the job market. This fell to 25% in the ’80s and 21% in the ’90s before climbing back to 38% in the ’00s and 33% in the ’10s. It was not uncommon for recently graduated respondents (15%–29%) to spend up to two years on the job market, with some respondents having spent even more time searching.

For some, this time is spent in postdoctoral appointments (usually one- to two-year appointments). Most (more than 50% of respondents) spent some time in non-tenure-track academic appointments. The non-TT-appointment route has maintained prevalence over the decades, with 65% of respondents graduating in the ’70s reporting some time spent in non-TT, but related, work.
This number hovers between 53% and 57% for graduates between the ‘80s and ‘00s before decreasing to 44% in the ‘10s. It is likely that this time in a non-TT appointment is important for building experience before obtaining a TT job. It is also likely that a large percentage of those who spend years in non-TT positions gain permanent employment outside of academia. Quantifying this proportion of individuals is beyond our current capability given the limitations of our data.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

The findings we present here indicate that much of the advice given by academic mentors regarding what is important to accomplish while in graduate school, if one is hoping ultimately to obtain a TT job, holds true. Given our data, a generalized profile of a successful TT job recipient is someone who (1) finished their PhD in six to eight years, (2) published at least one...
first- or sole-author publication, (3) taught at least one class as instructor of record, (4) conducted original fieldwork for their dissertation, (5) had some type of grant support, and (6) regularly presented at conferences. What is unclear from our generalized profile is to what extent a person wishing to obtain a TT job in archaeology should pursue each of these categories of experience. In fact, our results suggest there was variability among today’s academic archaeologists when they obtained their first tenured/tenure track position.

Academic Institutions

Part of the variability in experience that we observe among TT archaeologists is likely related to a few different factors. One is the value placed on each of these categories by different types of academic institutions. For example, the value placed on number of first-author publications will be different for a hiring committee at an R1 institution than it is for a regional comprehensive university or liberal arts college, which may value teaching experience more—although each institution values both experiences in a candidate. Therefore, in considering strategies for accumulating experience as a graduate student, there is more to preparing than simply examining the profile we provide here.

Metrics of Productivity

Productivity metrics are becoming a popular means of evaluating academic growth. They are commonly used in tenure evaluation and may be considered during the hiring of junior faculty (Beck et al. 2021). The availability and use of citation indices (e.g., H-index, i10, etc.) in academia is decreed by some and defended by others as an indicator of scholarly impact and productivity. To what extent different institutions use such metrics is unknown. However, given the literature on this subject, it is clear that such metrics play an increasingly important role in academic career advancement and that universities do utilize these metrics in hiring, promotion, and tenure. This is especially true over the last decade as Web of Science, Scopus, and Google Scholar have become widely accessible and common resources for academics. Given the increase in the number of publications by individuals in our most recent cohort group who obtained TT jobs, our evidence indicates an increasing focus on indexed publications even in early career academics. These are largely journal articles, although some databases index books and book chapters as well (e.g., Google Scholar). That said, there are still individuals who obtained a TT position with no journal publications.

Conference Presentations

It would seem that the presentation of research at conferences has increased in importance over time. Faculty often view conference presentations as a first step toward publication and, given that publications are more important now than ever, it makes sense that the rate of conference presentations would also increase. This, however, does not fully explain the overall growth over time, because the increased prominence of journal publications appears to be relatively recent. The next logical reason why conference presentations may be so prevalent among our recent respondents relates to the research exposure and networking opportunities available at professional conferences. Candidates who regularly attend meetings, present their research, and engage with faculty at potential hiring institutions become “known quantities.” Consequently, active participation in conferences is important when developing such networks in preparation for future job opportunities.

Evidence of Funding

Across all of the cohorts, the ability to secure grants seems to be a stable characteristic of those who obtain TT jobs. In part, the reason for the importance of grants can be linked to the ability to conduct significant research. The other reason that we see grants being relatively important across time may be related to the “Matthew effect”—that is, early success is much more likely to result in subsequent success and therefore a long-term record of success in funding (Merton 1968). This idea is not new, and although likely unmentioned among hiring committees, faculty are acutely aware of the phenomenon. It has even been the subject of scientific analysis. Bol and colleagues (2018) found the Matthew effect present in science funding. What is perhaps most interesting about the Bol et alia study is that part of the disparity in funding was a result of first-time nonwinners not applying for grants later on. In thinking about how these points translate to what students should do, we suggest that they “apply liberally and often” until they are awarded an external grant.

Original Fieldwork

Except for the oldest cohort, one of the common characteristics of newly hired faculty is that they conducted original fieldwork for their dissertation research. That the percentage of people with original dissertation research. That the percentage of people with original fieldwork later on. In thinking about how these points translate to what students should do, we suggest that they “apply liberally and often” until they are awarded an external grant.

Concluding Remarks

Some may look at the generalized profile and some of the points that we provide above and wonder, “I have all this experience, so why have I not obtained a TT job?” Such a perspective is understandable, and as much as we like to think that academia is a meritocracy, it is not, strictly speaking. The truth is that one can have all the right experiences and still have trouble obtaining a TT position. The academic profiles and the observations we provide here do not begin to address all of the varied idiosyncrasies of hiring committees, job searches, the yearly job market, the pool of applicants, university policies, and the like.

There are, of course, contingent factors in the market that no individual can fully account for in preparing for the TT job hunt. Some will find TT jobs despite not having any publications, which we see in our current data. Does this mean that publications are unimportant? No. It simply means that the circumstances were right for that individual to get a job without them. Perhaps they held a degree from the “right” institution (e.g., Speakman, Hadden, Colvin, Crabb, Jones, Jones, Kling, et al. 2018; Speakman, Hadden, Colvin, Crabb, Jones, Jones, Lulewicz, et al. 2018), had the right networks, or had a desired skill that set them apart. Or, they might just have “fit” better in the department. The point is that one cannot control the intangible and capricious aspects of the TT job search. One can, however, acquire a set of experiences, as outlined in this article, that most people who had success...
obtaining a TT job possess. Will doing this get one a job? Maybe and maybe not. However, not having most of these characteristics may greatly diminish the likelihood of obtaining a TT appointment. In short, one needs to be ready to be lucky.

Given all that we outline here, we ask, Does the academic hiring process need to change? “Traditional” measures of productivity can be limiting and exclusionary due to the structural inequities inherent in the system. Tenure committees increasingly value community involvement, activist-oriented research, and alternative means of dissemination. Will this translate to changing evaluative frameworks at the level of hiring committees? Certainly, anthropology as a field values these alternative research outlets. Expanding what we see as desirable characteristics in a job candidate may provide opportunities for those of differing demographics who often face disproportionate scrutiny and systemic undervaluation (e.g., Aguirre 2000; Biernat and Kobrynowicz 1997; Rivera 2017). However, the increasing quantification of scholarly impact for administrative evaluation also suggests that this is unlikely. We can only suggest here that hiring committees weigh these qualities when considering applicants.

On a final note, if you are a student reading this and you are planning to pursue a TT job, we suggest that you “do all the things” indicated here. But do not panic. The profile of each individual is often lacking one or more of the things that constitute the ideal whole. That said, be aware of what you need to do and pursue the experiences you need to build a robust set of skills that are broadly desirable. Do not focus too much on one thing (e.g., publications) to the exclusion of other experiences. Be creative and flexible in your job searches and remember that you are trained for careers in and beyond academia. Your diversity of training is your strength.

If you are a mentor reading this, we encourage you not to be passive in your advice to your students. Do not tell them, “You’re smart. You’ll be fine.” This is simply not something you can promise. Be active in understanding the modern market that your mentees face. Do not merely rely on your experience on the job market 30, 20, 10, or even five years ago. The expectations of academic jobs change at a rapid pace, even if our ideas about how we train the next generation do not evolve at the same speed.
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